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INTRODUCTION
The problem of encouraging pupils to remain in high

school until graduation is of major importance not only to

the schools but the community as well.

It has been said

that the public schools, and especially the secondary schools,

have continued to be highly selective institutions. Adjust

ments within the school have not, in many cases, kept pace
with changing school enrollments.

Today we find a widely

divergent student body necessitating wider ranges of exper

ience to meet the needs of these individuals if we are to

keep them in school until graduation.

The schools, charged

with the responsibility of preparing youth for citizenship

and effective living in this democracy, cannot afford to

allow these boys and girls to leave school before they have

had the essential minimum of training provided in the twelve

years of formal education.

During the several years of teaching in the Watertown

Public Schools, the writer has observed the departure of a
number of pupils prior to graduation.

As an adviser to many

of these pupils, the writer gave serious thought to the
problem of keeping these pupils in school.

Realizing the

need for a more thorough knowledge of this problem, the

writer conferred with D.W. Tieszen, the high-school principal,
concerning the scope and procedures for the study.

It was decided that a study of all accountable pupils

withdrawing from school, yet remaining in the community for
a- period of at least six months, during the last five years
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period, September 1946 to.June 1951, would give sufficient

data for the study.

The study includes all pupils dropping

school during the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades

as well as those pupils remaining to the end of the school
year but failing to register at the beginning of the next

school term.

The study does not include any pupils dropping

prior to registration at the ninth-grade level nor those

pupils withdrawing from the parochial school within the

city.

Pattern of Schools in Watertown
The boundary of the Watertown Independent School

District follows very closely that of the city of Watertown.

The Independent School System operates upon the K-6-3-3 plan,
and is comprised of six ward or grade schools distributed

throughout the city, one junior high school, and one senior
high school.

The junior and senior high school buildings

are located on the same city block, being joined by an
enclosed passageway, thus allowing for free passage of
teachers and pupils from one building to the other.

Within

the city there is also a parochial school having grades one
through nine.

The total enrollment of the Public Independent School

System is about 2300 pupils distributed as follows: 1300

in the six grade schools; 500 pupils in the junior high
school; and 500 pupils in the senior high school.

These

figures do not include approximately 200 pupils enrolled at

the kindergarten level.

The figures presented above are for

the last five-year period.

These figures will be somewhat

larger when the children born during the years 1947 through
1949 begin to enter kindergarten in 1952.

The administration, supervision, and instructional

services of the public schools are served by a s-uperinten
dent, one senior high school principal, one junior high

school principal, one grade school supervisor, six grade

school principals, and approximately eighty-five teachers.

Of the eighty-five teachers, approximately thirty-eight

are teaching in the grade school s, and the remainder are
distributed between the junior and senior high schools.
Guidance Organization 1D Junior and
Senior High School
In each of the grades of the junior and senior hig h
schools, the pupils are divided into groups of about twenty

to forty pupils under the direction of one of the teacher s
termed the adviser.

The adviser meets with these pupils

for thirty minutes per day, four days per week in the

junior high school and three days per week in the senior

high school.

The advisory period is used mainly for the

making of administrative announcements, study, and group
guidance.

It is during this period that the adviser becomes

acquainted with the pupil s in his advisory group.

To

facilitate better guidance through the senior high school,

the pupils retain their tentp-grade adviser through grad

uation.

The advisers have the respon sibility of recording

4
the six-weeks grades, final grades, scores and pertinent

data from I.Q. tests and standardized achievement tests, and
all other information asked for in the permanent records of

the pupils.
and

These records are kept in the principal's office

are accessible to all teachers when not in use by the

adviser.

All cumulative records of the pupils are trans

ferred to the permanent record files of the senior high

school upon the pupild completion of the ninth grade or at
the time any pupil withdraws from school.

Each adviser also

has the responsibility for completing the Teachers Annual
Report.

This report is part of the McAllister-Otis Child

Accounting System-Form 8 and is more ·commonly referred to

as the M0-8.

It was from the two above ·records that the

data f or the major part of this study were obtained.
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PURPOSE
The study of drop-outs resolves itself into a number of
distinct problems.

The records of Watertown High School

graduates enrolled in colleges throughout the country indicate
that the school has been doing commendable work in preparing

graduates to enter schools of higher learning.

is the situation at the other end of the scale?

However, what
How well

is the school taking care of the pupils who will never go

beyond graduation from high school? How many pupils fail
to complete their high school education? What are the

important characteristics of these boys and girls who drop
out before graduation?

The main purpose of this study is

to determine the answers to these last two questions .

In order to better understand these boys and girls

that withdraw from school before graduation, specific

information was sought which would answer the following
questions:

(1) In which grade

ao we have the most drop-outs?

(2) What percentage of the boys and girls are leaving
school before graduation?

(3) What is the average scholastic achievement of
these pupils dropping school?

(4) How do the I.Q. scores of these pupils compare
with those of the rest of their class?

( 5) To what extent are these pupils overage for
their grade at the time of withdrawal?

(6) Were the pupils doing passing work at the time
of· withdrawal? In how many subjects?

(7) What reasons were listed by the advisers for the
pupils' withdrawal from school?

6
(8) What reasons do the pupils give for leaving school?

The facts gathered in this study enabled the class

advisers to better understand these pupils and thus reduce

the number of drop-outs to as few as possible.

The school

cannot keep all the pupils 1n school as many will withdraw

because of 111 health, financial reasons, and other reasons

which are normally beyond the ability of the schools to
solve.

7

PROCEDURE
The information for this study was obtained from three

sources.

These sources were: The Teachers Annual Report (M0-8);

The Permanent-Record Files; and A Questionnaire.

The McAllister-Otis Accounting System-Form 8 is used by

the Watertown Schools to keep a record of all pupils enrolled
in the public school system. These records are retained in

the vault of the senior high school.

The following information

was obtained from the M0-8: (1) Names of all pupils with

drawing from school during the regular school year; (2) Names

of all pupils finishing the school year but failing to return

to school in the fall.

This was accomplished by checking the

enrollments from year-to-year; (3) Age of pupil at time of

withdrawal; (4) Grade level at which pupil dropped; (5) Number
of years in school; (6) Average scholastic achievement at the

time of withdrawal; (7) Reason given by teacher for withdrawal;
(8) Total number of pupils enrolled in each advisory group

for the five year period; and (9) The median I.Q. score for

each advisory group. The permanent-record file supplied the

I.Q. score and the number of subjects in which the pupil was

doing passing work at the time of withdrawal.

The information listed above was obtained for all pupils

dropping school after entering the ninth grade of the junior
high school in the fall of 1946-1950 inclusive.

All pupils

transferring into the ninth grade or any above grade during

the five year period were included in the study.

About forty

8
pupils per year enter the ninth grade of the junior high

school from the country schools surrounding Watertown.

The

number of pupils transferring from the parochial school to
the tenth grade number about thirty per year.

In order to receive opinions from a number of pupils

who had withdrawn from school, a letter of introduction

accompanied by a questionnaire was sent to sixty of the 206

pupils who had dropped school during the period covered by
this study. Twenty-one of these_ pupils returned the
questionnaires.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Many communities in our country have become more con
scious of the large number of pupils who fail to finish high

school, and a considerable amount of material has been

written in the last few years concerning the study of drop-outs

in the various school systems throughout the country.

More

and more emphasis is being placed upon individual guidance in

our school systems and as a result the s chools are becoming

more conscious of the need for a better understanding of these

boys and girls who are potential school leavers.

During the years 1945-48, the National Child Labor

Committee, under the direction of Harold J. Dillon, made a

representative sampling of early school leavers in several
communities. 1 The communities selected for study were: The

small towns of Jackson County, Michigan; Lansing, Michigan;
Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio; and Indianapolis, Indiana.
Evidence which would help to determine what measures the

school m ght take to increase their holding power was the
primary objective of the study.
are qu_oted from Dillon's study:

The following questions

(1) As a result of careful study of the school
records, information from teachers and from the in
dividuals themselves, do recognizable trouble signs
emerge that will be helpful in detecting vulnerability
to early school leaving?

1. Harold J . Dillon, Early School Leavers, New York 16,
N.Y., National Child Labor Committee, 1948.
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(2) How may cumulative records be more effectively
used in detecting maladjustment or failure patterns
among the potential school leavers?

(3) Among early sc4ool leavers is there a sig
nificant number who could profit from further education?

(4) What counseling services may be needed for
effective results in holding youth in s chool?

(5) At what grade level should counseling
services begin if they are to be more effec. tive 1n
keeping youth in school?

(6) Is an adequate system of
vided for sharing the information
obtained by teachers, counselors,
ers, work-permit issuing officers
nurse?

clearance pro
about a student
attendance work
and the s chool

(7) Are explanations for dropping out of
school, given by the youth and appearing on the
school records, the real reasons or merely excuses
for leaving school?
(8). Does changing from one environment to
another influence decisions to leave school?

(9) What process does the youth go through
in severing his connection with the school?

(10) What curriculum and/ or instructional
reorganization may be needed to provide the types
of experiences adapted to interests and abilities
·or individual students?

(11) In what ways may more adequate occupation
al information become effective?

The young people included in this study were limited

to those who left school for reasons within their own con
trol.

With the exception of Lansing, where those who lef t

school in 1944-45 and 1945-46 were included, only young
people who left during the year 1945-46 were studied.

A

complete card file was made from the school records of all

former students to be studied.

From this card file a ten

per cent sampling was taken for detailed s tudy.

In all

11
1,360 individual school leavers are represented in the study.

The school records, subjective opinions of the teachers, and

a personal interview were used to obtain the data for the

study. The following is a summary of Dillon's findings:

(1) Approximately 70% of the school leavers
came from homes where they lived with both parents.
Parents of the school leavers seemed to be typical
of the average wage earner. Factory work, restaur
ant work, �lerking and selling were the most fre
quent occupations of parents listed.

(2) Ninety-one per cent of the school leavers
attended tha elementary school in the system from
which they later withdrew and 79% entered the school
system in the first grade. The majority of those
who did not enter the first grade of the school
sJstem enfered at the third�grade level.

(3) It was found that 54% o· f the school leavers
ter!llinated their education at the age of sixteen and
an additional 26% at seventeen years. Boys consti
tuted 54% and g�rls 46% of the early school leavers.

(4) Two-thirds of the students had three or
more transfers, �xclusive of normal progress trans
fers, and 17% had·five or more transfers during
their educational program. There appeared to be
little provision for orientation programs to help
youth entering new schools for the first time.

(5) Three-fou�ths of the school leavers were
1n attendance 90% of the time school was in session
while they were in elementary school. This record
dropped in junior high school where only 60% of the
school leavers were found to be in attendance 90%
of the time school was in session. In senior high
school, the attendance record dropped to about 40%
in attendance 90% of the time.
(6) Approximately 40% of those for whom in
telligence data were obtainable had I.Q.'s above
95, and approximately 20� were above 105.

(7) Of the youth studied, 52% repeated one or
more grades and in 70'!> of the cases there was grade
repetition on the elementary school level. Only a
few of them repeated more than two grades, although
this was the result, in many instances, of adminis
trative policy and did not necessarily mean that the
student successfully passed the g rades he repeated.
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(8) The findings also showed that approximately
three out of four school leavers failed subjects on
either the junior or senior high school level, and
nearly half of these failed in th ree or more subjects.
(9) It was found that the first, third, and
fourth grades were th& ones most frequently repeated
on the elementary level; and ninth grade on the
junior high level, and the tenth on the senior high
level.

(10) Of those early school leavers who repeated
grades, 58% had I.Q. 's below 95, though there were
about 40% in this I.Q. range who did not repe at any
grades. About 30% of the- grade repeaters had I.Q.'s
of 95 or above and approximately 11% had I.Q.' s
over 105.

(11) The courses taken by the school leavers
were representative of those taken by the average
school student. General and shop courses w ere first
and second in importance and business education was
third. Shop courses included those in industrial
arts, auto mechanics, general and electrical shops.

(12} Of the school leavers, 36% gave preference
for work to school as a reason for leaving school.
The second most important reason, given by 15%, was
need of money to buy clothes and help at home. The
third most frequent reason, given by 11%, !fas lack
of interest in school work. Other reasons given
for le aving school were: could not learn and w as
discouraged, 7%; was failing and didn' t want to re
peat grade, 6%; disliked a certain teacher, 5%;
disliked a certain_subject, 3%; ill health, 5%;
friends had left school, 3%; and parents wanted
youth to leave school, 2%.
(13) The findings indicate that the majority,

59%, made the decision to leave school without con

sul ting anyone in the school. About 20% had con
sulted their teacher; 13% had consul ted their coun
selor; and 8% had di scussed their decision with both
teacher and counselor.

The Junior Placement Office of the Department of Public
Schools of the city of Providence, Rhode Island2 made a study

of the drop-outs from their Senior High School for the school
2. "Drop-Outs of Senior High Schools", Junior Placement
Office, Department of Public Schools, Providence, R.I.
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year June 1949-September 1950.

It was found that the six

teen-year-old group accounted roughly for about two-thirds
of the total withdrawls.

The. seventeen-year-old group

accounted for 22 per cent of the total dropping.

In the

eighteen-year-old group the loss was 8.7 per cent, and

for the nineteen-year-old group and th� twenty-plus group

the loss was 2.2 per cent for each group.

A study of the

grade distribution for this group revealed that about

70.7 per cent of the group left before completing grade

ten.

Of this number, 34.8 per cent dropped out between

the close of school in June and the opening of school in
September. Of the total number withdrawing, 18 per cent

· were in grade eleven, 4.1 per cent in grade twelve, and
7 per cent of the number were in special classes.

or

the

total number withdrawing for the school year 1949J50,1 \ (
' \ ! :

. I'

64.4 per cent of the group could have been expected to
successfully complete high school.

Twenty-eight per cent

students had no I.Q. rating listed.

The month which took

of the group were below �verage and 6.7 per cent of the
the greatest toll was September.

About one-third of · the

number withdrawing left school during the month of Septem

ber.

The remaining two-thirds of the group were quite evenly

distributed during the remaining months with June having
the low of 3.4 per cent.

The significant reasons given

for leaving school are quoted as follows:

(1) Preferred to go to work, 31.4 per cent•
Preferred
to look for work, 18 per cent; (31 Not
(2)
interested in school, 12.3 per cent; (4) Forced to
g o to work, 16 per cent; ( 5J Forced to look for
f"'"lr, " i�r-.-r .\

i � l : : \ .. � .

.>
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work, 3.8 per cent ; ( 6 ) Requ es ted to leave, 0 . 7 per cent;
( 7) Personal illne ss, 6 . 2 {>er cent ; . ( 8) Illness in
the family, 3 . 0 per cent ; { 9) Dis c ouraged and failing 1 . 9 per cent ; ( 10 ) Armed forces, 1 . 6 per cent ;
( 115 To be marri ed, 0 . 9 per cent; (12) Needed a t home,
0 . 8 per cent; ( 13) O the r schools, 0 . 4 per cent, and
( 14) Not given, 2 . 6 per cent .

In another study, a special committee working for the

Pub lic Schools of Chicag o, I llinois spent a year in a study

of, "Why students drop out of high schools, and what can the

high schools do about i t?n 3 The s tudy used the high school

period f rom 1946-1950 as a four year term from f reshman
entr ance to graduation day .

During this period of the

17, 592 freshmen who ente red high school, only 10, 41 5 re

ceived diplomas, while 7,177 dropped out .

·a 41 per cent drop out .

out" case s were reviewed .

This represents

Three hundred seventy nine "drop
Talks with parents, teachers,

students, and employers furnished many phases of the in

quiry.

Of the drop-outs, 20 per cent left high school during

the freshman y e ar ; 40 per cent during the second year ; JO

per cent during the third- year, and 10 per cent in the final
year .

S chools in the underprivileged areas repor ted that

73 per cent of the drop-ou ts were frequently absent or truant

prior to school leaving ; approximately 35 per cent were

chronic absentee s and more than 5 0 per cent had t ruancy re

c ords .

Of the dr op-outs interviewed, only 19 per cent had

a fair r ecord of scholarship at the time of leaving, the
others were failing in many or all subjects .

The health

records available indicated many cases of faulty vision,

3 . John F. D elaney, " That Vacan t H i gh School Seat",
American School Board Journal, CXXI, (November, 19 50) ,
pp . 22-23 .

•
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bearing defects , and other types of health factors respon

Of the drop-outs interviewed , 46 per

sible for retardation.

cent were rated on mental tes�s as having average or better

than average ability.

Some , however , showed handicaps to

such an extent that regular courses were definitely beyond
their ability to understand.

The number reporting employment

as a reason for school leaving was so small that it is con

sidered regligible. · In only 10 per cent of the cases was

part-time daily work indicated and in but 7 per cent of the
cases was there Saturday employment.

Home situations were

reported as contributing factors to many of the drop-outs.

Included among the conditions indicated were over-crowding ,

. broken family ties , guardianship by other than parents ,

financial problems, and disordered homes because of working

mothers.

In many cases where financial needs in the home

caused the student to leave school , he at once made plans

to continue his education in evening school.

Another survey of drop-outs carried out with the aid
of cl�ssroom teachers in the Austin, Texas High Schools , 4

for the fall semester of 1949 provides the following infor
mation :

The one hundred thirty-five students who withdrew

from school of their own volition constituted 5. 2 per cent
of the total enrollment , not counting those who withdrew
to get married or to move to another c ity.

the drop-outs were boys.

Two-thirds of

Test score s of these studen ts who

4. Weldon Brewer , "Why Did They Quit?" , The Education
Digest, XVI , (November 1950) , pp. 54 - 5 5.
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withdrew showed a non-l anguage I.Q . of 98 and a language I.Q.

of

94. The graduates had a language I. Q. of 111.1 and a non

langu age I.Q. of 108.

Reading score s made by the s e stu dents

wh o later withdrew showed them at least a year ' s achievement

behind those s tudents who later graduated from high school.

Another significant part of this study showed , that 10 per cent

of · the high school ' s total enrollment is made up of students
from Latin-American families, yet only 4 per cent of the

graduating class crune from such families. Eighteen per cent
of the fall withdrawals had come from the Latin-American

families. By making an intensive, case study of withdrawing

students who pass�d through the counseling offices, the exit-

- interviewers found the following factor s among drop-outs, in

approximate order of incidence: (1) broken homes; (2 ) finan
cial needs; (3) low test scores;

(4) di scouragement over

academic progress; and (5 ) a feeling of "not belonging".

One of the research activities of the teachers of B asic

Living courses in the B a t tle Creek H igh School 5 was the

study of the drop-outs in the tenth grade of their school
system .

A brief summary of the findings of this study to

date f ollows:

Practically all the tenth-grade drop-outs are

in the gener al curriculum.

The number of tenth-grade boys

ho left school exceeded the number of girls in each of the

three years covering the s tudy.

These drop-outs in the

tenth grade con stituted about 48 per cent of the school ' s

tot al drop-outs in 1946 -47 and 43 per cent in 1948- 49.

5. Hubert M. Evans, "Battle Creek Learns About Drop-Outs",
The Education Digest , XVI, (October , 1950 ) , pp. 20-23.
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About 42 per cent of the drop-outs had an I.Q. of 90 or less.
The reading ability of about 4 5 per cent of the tenth-grade

drop-outs were below seventh-grade level as compared to 48
per cent in 1947-48 and 31 per cent in 1946-47 .

The scho

lastic records of the tenth-grade drop-outs over the past

three years showed that 50 per cent or more of grades re

ceived by the girls were C or better, while from 28 to 56

per cent of the grades received by the boys were C or better ,

although the drop-outs received a higher percentage of fail

ing grades than the tenth graders who remained in school.
It was found that the potential drop-out student was less

likely to participate in out-of-class · school activities than

· the average student.

About 20 per cent of the drop-outs took

part in such activities.

The two �ost common reasons given

by tenth-grade students for leaving school w ere work and lack
of interest in school subjects.

The tenth-graders who leave

school to go to work , do so either because they prefer work
to school or because they_ need money.

Forty-four per cent

gave work as the major reason for quitting school , and in the
same three years 23 to 28 per cent gave lack of interest 1n

school subjects as their major reason for leaving school.

The next two most common reasons given for leav ing school

were marriage and health.

The remainder of the tenth-grade

drop-outs gave a variety of reasons for quitting school, the

most important ones were : asked by the school authori ties to
leave; military service; and illness in the home.

A study of pupils dro p ping out of high school was made
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in Morris, Indiana6 during the school ;ear of 1942-43 in an

attempt to determine the cau se s for such action and to compare

the type s of pupil s who dropped out in that year with the

number s in prev i ous year s. The results of the study show

that the pupil s who dropped school during the three year s

represented 8 per cent of the student body in 1940-41, 8 per

ce nt in 1941-42,. and 1.3 per cent in 1942-43.

About 36 per

cent of the 1942-43 drop-outs were sixteen years old and
2 5 p er cent were fifteen ye ars old.

The resu lts also showed

in the lower socio-economic status.

The average I.Q. for

that about 8 5 per cent of the drop-out s came from familie s
the drop-out s was 10 5; for all high school pupi l s , 107.

rea sons given for dropping _school included the following:

The

wanted to earn some money; genera� di s satisfaction with school;

trouble at home; and de sire to enter the armed forces.

During the school year 19 39-40 , the high school faculty
at Richmond, Indiana 7, under the direction of w . H. Bate s,

superintendent of school�, c onducted a rather exten sive study

of high-school withdrawal s in order to find out what became

of these students.

The re sults of the study showed that the

typic al or average age of the withdrawal was sixteen years of
age.

The boy is either at the tenth-grade level, or he is a

special pupil who has completed the offering of the special

group in the junior high school. The rea sons given for with-

6. c . B. Smith, "A Study of Pupil s Dropping Out of a Mid
we stern High School", The School Review, LII, (March 1944) ,
pp. 1 51-1 56.
7. w . G. Bruce, "A Study of Withdrawals in Richmond,
I ndiana", The American School Board Journal, C I I, (February
1941) , p. 66.
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drawal were: age ; employment; health; marriage; lack of int

erest; lack of success in school subjects; and poor home con

ditions.

During the fall semester of 1945-46 , the Research

Divis ion of the Board of E d ucation of Syracuse, New York 8

carried out a study of the drop-out s from grades seven through
twelve during that semester and six sub sequent semesters.

A

sampling of this group, one hundred ninety -four in number, were

personally interviewed by counselors, school administrators
and visiting teachers.

The main object of this study was to

discover the reasons as to w hy boy s and girls drop s chool.

The results showed that 61 per cent of the reasons given for

· leaving school related to the schools directly and 39 per cent
were per sonal. The reasons, in deacending order of frequency,
were: dissatisfacti on with school; inability to d i scern the

relationship bet ween school subjects and future oc cupations ;

over-age for the grade; inab i l i ty to get alon g wi th t�ache!· s ;
in.8.t ili ty to learn ; failu re of th':! school to offer su i t able

sub jects; and lack of suf fi c i ent credits for g raduat ion.
The studies c i ted in thi s s e c t ion, although not a

complete li sting of all stud ies c oncerning drop-outs, are

re p resentative of the studies which have been made and are

b e ing made in vari ou s sect ioDs of our count ry dealin g with

the p r oblem of dr op-outs in the junior and senior high school s .

- 8. Harold A . Ande rson , "Another Study of Dro p-Outs" , The
School Beview, LVI II, ( S e p tember 1 9 5 0) , pp. 3 1 8 -19.
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RESULTS OF · TEE STUDY
T otal Enrollment

In the Waterto�n S ch o ol s ; about 80 per cent of the enroll 

ment at each grade level is composed of pupils living within

the boundary of the indep endent school d i strict, the remaining

2 0 per cent c oming from the farm population surrounding the

city.

The school has made no effor t to compete with any of the

surrounding towns for thes e boys and girls gradu ating from the

eighth grade of the country or rural schools. Approximately

thirty to forty pupils from the rural area enroll in the ninth

grade each year.

In 1946 the school added a four-year course

in Smith-Hughes Agricul ture to its curriculum for thos e boys

primarily interested in agriculture. This cour se has don e

much to encourage the fa rm youth t o attend high school and
remain in sch ool until graduation.
TABLE I.

DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENTS BY GRADES AND YEARS

1946-47
B

GRADE

9

10

11

12

86

86
73

40

TOTAL 28 5
TOTAL

620

Tabl e I shows the enroll-

G

1 947-48
B

G

74 1 03 102

93

91

82

71

86

70

3 35 3 35
688

93
83

75

1948-49
B

G

93

85

1949-50
B

G

88

101

92 11 2 106
75

69

3 5 3 3 29
678

87

74

87
71

349 3 5 2
708

83

99
73

19 50-51

B

B

TOT A LS
G

BOTH

91 104 461

466

927

7 7 .3 86

419

G

91

1 0 7 466

77

9 3 3 27

80

356 3 39
720

488

9 54

401

728

381 'Jhl{J 1744
3414

805

3414
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ment, by sex and grades , for the five year period from 19461 9 51.

A study of the table al so shows a gradu al increa se in

the total enrollment during the la st five years period from 6 20
in 1946 to 720 in 19 5 0. An increa se in the population of the

city, combined with an increase in the birth rate during the
period following the depres sion years, probably account s for

thi s increase in enrollment. The pre sent enrollment in the
grade schools also indicates a future enrollment above the
1 9 50- 5 1 level.

The ninth-grade clas s of 1946-47 of 160 pupils has in

creased to 184 in 1947-48 due mainly
to the tran sfer of
,
pupils from the parochial school. In 1948-49, this enrollment

. dropped to 153 , and in 1949-50 , their year of graduation, to
The ninth grade clas s of 1947-48 with 205 registered

144.

pupils drops to 2 04 pupils in the tenth grade which includes
the tran sfer of about thirty pupils to that grade from the
parochial school.

These 204 pupil s drop to 186 in the eleventh

grade and 170 pupils in the twelfth of 19 50- 51 , and of these
16 5 received dipl omas.

A study of any series, beginning with the tenth grade,

shows a similar pattern of high enrollments in the tenth

gr ade dropping to ab out 7 5 per cent of this number in the

twelfth.

A study of the table also shows the total number of

girl s exc eeding the total number of boys reg i stered at each

grade level ; the upper three grades showing the greater differ

ences.

Some of the fluctuation in enrollment s from year to

year are undoubtedly due to grade failure s.
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D is tribution of Drop-Out s
The dis tribution of drop-ou t s was s tudied according to

the following : (1) The numb er· and percentages of boys and

g irls dr opping at each grade level for the five year period,

and ( 2) The age dis tribution of boys and girls dropping at

each grade level for the five year period.

The compu l sory attendance laws of the State of South

Dakot a re quire the attendance of every boy and g irl, physically
and mentally capable, until they have either completed the

eighth g rade or until they reach the ir sixteenth birthday.
This study does not include those boys and girl s who have

dropped school at any time prior to the entry into the ninth
Table . I I shows the distribution by number of the

grade.

drop-outs during the five year per"'iod under study according

to grade and sex. A study of Table II shows a reduction in
DISTRIBUTION OF DROP-OUTS BY GRADE AN D SEX

TABLE II.

1946 -47 · 1947-48

1948 -49

G

B

G

3

13

9

7

8

6

3

5

8

4

7

3

.3

1

TOTAL .3 2

21

26

GRADE
9 11
10

11

12

TOTAL

13

5.3

48

1949-50
B

G

7

5

6

5

13

3

5

0

1

l

4

22

16

B

G

9

34

6

7

0

3

18 22

22

44

Totals
G BOTH

1950-51
B
G

B

7

2

27

72

5

3

45

2

5

18

.32

50

2

1

7

27

42

8

1 1 11 2

16
27

69

15

94 2 06
206

2.3

the total number of pupil s dropping school at each grade level,
the greatest drop being shown between grades eleven and twelve.
the total number of boys dropping during the first two years

o f high s chool exceed the number of girls dropping while at the

eleventh and twelfth grade levels, we find the girls exceeding
the boys in total number of drop-out s.

The seventy-two drop-outs in the ninth grade combined

wi th the sixty-nine dropping at the tenth grade level account

for about 69 per cent of the total drop-outs during the five
year period. We find about 24 per cent dropping out at the

eleventh grade level and the remaining seven per cent dropping
out at the twelfth grade level.

The boys at the ninth and tenth-grade

levels can many

times find odd jobs about town and als o on the farms, but the

girls cannot find such opportunities and during these years

we find the boys exceeding the girls in the number of drop
outs.

The girl s, upon reaching the ages of sixteen or seven

teen, find more opportun�ties in work and marriage and many

take these opportunities as a means o f withdrawing from school
work which may seem very dull and uninteresting to them.

The extreme reduction in drop-outs at the twelfth-grade

level may pos sibly be attributed to a number of reasons, but

two reasons appear outsta:-1 ding.

A pupil who reaches the

twelfth grade has the strong urge to remain in school a nd

graduate with his class .

Also, the numb er of pupils who are

more or less easily p ersu aded to quit school hav e withdrawn

before reaching the twelfth-grade level .
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Table I I I shows a distribution of the 206 school l eavers

by numbers, percentage, and sex at each of the fou r grade
levels.

The l a st column in Table II I shows a comparison, by
PERC EN TAG E, BY SEX, DROPPING AT EACH GRADE LEVEL

TABLE I I I .

MALE

N o. Per C ent

GRADE
9

10

38

18

11

16

PER-C ENT OF
ENROLLMENT
No. Per Cent N o . Per Cent
27

. 29

72

35

32

29

69

· 34

50

24

27

34

7

6

8

8

15

7

112 .

100

94

100

2 06

100

12

TOTAL

40

45
42

TOTAL

FEMALE

7 .8
7. 3

6.2
2 .1

percentage , of the tota l number of drop-outs with the total
number enrol led at each grade level· as given in the totals

of T able I .

The se percentage s show the ninth and tenth grades

leading the others in p ercentage of losses by dropping s chool.
The s tudy also shows the percentage of girls dropping during

the eleventh grad e slightly more than double that for the boys

of the corresponding grade .

The small percentage dropping

at the twelfth grade level probably indicates that those

register ing at the twelfth-grade level are very a pt to re
main to the end of the year in an attempt to graduate.

As

h as been mentioned before , the re are other reason s for the

lower number of wi thdrawal s during the twelfth grade of school.
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Age and Grade Dis tribution
The age -grade distribution of drop-outs i s shown in

Table IV. The age distribut ion shows that about 70 per cent
terminated their education by the time they reached sixteen

TABLE IV.

AGE-GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 206 ·DROP-OUTS

Age

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11
M
M
F
M
F
F

lj

5

14
15

10

18

11

13

15

9

3

2

0

6

18-over 1

0

6

16

17

TOTAL

45

years of age.

15

27 42

12

11

2

Grade 12

M

F

M

Total
F Both

5

5

10

5
9

2

4

27

18

33
29

16

11

21

25

58

59

30

2

19

16

18

37

8

112

94

2 06

LO

2

6

6

5

.32

7

10

26

Assuming that youth normally enter the first

grade at six years of age and progress at the regular rate,

they would be in the ninth grade at age fourteen, the tenth

at age fifteen, the eleventh at age sixteen, and the twelfth
at age seventeen. A study of Table IV shows a wide range in

the ag e s of the pupils dropping out at the ninth-grade level.

When these figures for the ninth gr��e are combined with the

fact that forty-eight of the seventy-two drop-outs are in the ir

tenth year or more of schooling we find that over sixty per

cent o� these pupils were most likely to be above the average

26
age of their class.

Table IV also shows the age s a t the

beginning of the school year, therefore many of the drop-outs
were ac tually one year older than is indic ated in the table
at the time they dropped s chool.

The range of ages for the

tenth grade is abou t the s ame a s for the ninth, the limits

being about two ye ars above that for the ninth. If we com

bine the data showing forty-two of the tenth graders as being
sixteen years of age or older with the fact that thirty

or

the se drop-outs were in their eleventh year or more of school

ing , we find that over forty per cent of these pupils were

above the normal age of their clas s at the time they with

drew from school .

A s tudy of the age distribution of the drop-outs at the

eleventh-grade level shows more than fifty per c ent of the
drop-outs as being seventeen or more years of age at the
time of withdrawal.

The fact that only fifteen of these

pupils were beginning their twelfth year or more of school

ing shows that probably no more than thirty per cent of these

pupil s were above the normal age of the cla ss at the time
they dropped from s chool .

Of the seven drop-outs indicated

as being eighteen years of age or over in the twelfth grade,
four of these were ac tually nineteen years or older .

Com

bining the above with the fact that bfo of these pupils in

the eighteen-year-old group were beginning their thirteenth

year of s chooling shows that about �orty per cent of this

group of drop-outs were above the normal age of their group
at the time they withdrew from school.

The data presented
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in Tabl e IV, combined with the fact that about fifty per cent

of all the drop-outs were retarded one or more grades, indicates
that over-ag e, as a result of .failure in one or more of the

lower grades, is a sympton of these pupils withdrawing from

school prior to graduation.

Scholastic Ability of Drop-Outs
A s tudy of drop-outs would not be complete without a

study of the mental ability of the drop-outs in comparison

with their class;
of dropping;

their average grade achievement at time

and the number of subjects in which the drop

out was doing passing work at the time of withdrawal.

The first - part of this section will deal with the compar

ison of the average intellig ence quotient of the drop-outs
with the average of their grade.

The average I.Q. of the

class was obtained by first taking the median I.Q. of each

advi s ory group in the grade and mu ltiplying this median by

the number of pupils in that advisory group. The sum of

the se five or six products, depending on the number of ad

visory groups in that grade, was then d ivided by the total

number in the grade to obtain the average I.Q. for that

grade.

The median of each advi sory group was obtained from

the permanent records, M0-8's.

The average I.Q. for e ach

drop-out group was obtained by d i vidi ng the sum of the

indivi dual I.Q. scores by the number in each group giving

the mean for each group.

The distribution thus obtained
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is pre s ent ed in Tab le V. Thi s table shows the average I.Q.

(

of every drop-out group in the first three grades below the

aver age of their group except for the eleventh grade of 19 5051.

Three of the s even drop- outs of this group had I.Q.

scores of 111, 12 3 , and 1 3 2 thus giving a h igh mean for the
TABLE V.

COMPARI SON , BY GRADES, OF DROP-OUTS AVERAGE
I.Q. WITH TOTAL CLASS

1 946-47

G rade
9
11

102

108

98

10 5

103

107 1 08

12

group.

1948-49

1949-50

1950- 51

Drop Total Drop Total Drop Total Drop Total Dro p T otal
Outs Class Outs Class Out s Class Outs Cl as s Outs C lass
101

10

1947-48

97

108

101

105

98

110

109

106

-

-

109

97

99

105

108

10 5

103 _

107

97

10 3

101

10 5

104

101

107

108

93

105

110

108

102

100

108

107

The few drop p ing out at the twelfth grade level makes

it difficult to compare _their avera g es with that of the class.

The study revealed that six of the fif teen drop-ou ts in the

twelfth grade had I.Q .' s of 110 or above and five oth�rs had

I . Q . scores between 100 and 105.

scores of 98 or less.

The remaining five had I . Q .

When one thinks about drop-outs, he u sually th inks that

the dro p -out pup il ha s a relati vely low I.Q . as comp ared to the
..

clas s in which he is found. The t able does not a p pear to

verify su ch a supposition. The study actu ally showed that

about 23 per cent of the total drop- outs had I . Q . scores of
90 or le s s.
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T ab le VI shows the distribution of I .Q. 's for the drop

outs in the study.

It shows that at l east 40 per cent of the

drop-outs had the ability, ac� ording to the ir I . Q . scores, to

TABLE VI.

I . Q. DISTRIBUTION, BY NUMBER AND PERCEN TAG E ,
OF THE 206 DROP-OUTS

I . Q.

90-Less

91-100

101-110

111-Ab ove

TOTAL

47

70

64

34

31

25

206

NUMB ER

PERCENTAGE

23

12

100

do passing work had they had the desire to do so.

The

records of the graduating class of 1950-51 show at least eight

pu p i ls having . I. Q. ' s of 90 or less.
The scores used in the above �ection were obtained from

the results of the Terman Group Test of Mental Maturity which

was administered to them in the seventh grade.

The resu lts

fr om the Californ ia Test of Men tal Maturity g i ven to severa l

pupi ls i n the ninth grade were used a s they did n ot have the

TerJ1an test.

Relative Scholasti c Achievement of Drop-Outs
This section of the chapter will be conc erned with the

results of the study showing the average grades made by the

drop-outs from the time they entered the seven th grade until

they dropped school.

The average grade of each pupil was

ob tain ed by assigning values of. O, 1, 2, 3, and 4 to each

of the five school marks of F, D,

c,

B , and A which are used

JO·
in the marking sy stem of the school .

The s e score s were

ass ign ed to each of the final marks given to the student in
each sub ject c ompleted .

the average grade earned.

The mean of these scores determined

\ The re sult s of this study show that over 60 per cent of
the drop-ou t s had an average mark of D on the ir permanent
records at the time of dropping s chool. Abou t JO per cent

of the drop-outs had an average mark of C and the remaining

drop-outs wer e abou t equally divided at 5 per cent each with

average s of B or F.

There were no drop-outs with any grades

approaching an average of A at the time they withdrew from
school .

Most of the drop-out s having an average g rade of

F were in the ninth grad e at the t ime of withdrawal. Many
of the se pupils had been conditio�ed into the ninth gr ade

or were failing two or more subject s at the end of the e ighth

g rade.

About 6 3 per cent of all the ninth grade drop-outs

had an average grade of D at the t ime they withdr ew from
school .

About 70 per cept of all the drop-outs at the

tenth-grade level had an average grade of D at t he time they

withdrew. About h alf of tho se at the eleventh and twelfth
grade levels also had an average grade of D at the time of
withdrawal .

Su c ces s of Drop�Out s at T ime of Withdrawal
All pupi l s carry four sub jects as a normal l o ad unl e ss

they have been g i ven special permission by the prin c ipal to
do otherwise.

All bu t three o� the drop-outs were carrying

.31

the normal load at the time of withdrawal .

A bout 12 per cent

of the pupils withdrew within the first six weeks period and

as a result no grades were av�ilable for these people in the
permanent records.

Forty- three per cent of the drop-outs

were doing D work or above in all four subjects at the time
they withdrew .

Another 22 per cent were doing pas sing work

in three of their four subjec ts a t the t ime of withdrawal .

Thirteen per cent were passing in only two subjects and

7 per cent were pa s sing in only one sub jec t at they t ime they
w i thdrew .

Only 3 per cent were not passing in any of their

four sub jects at the t ime of withdrawal.

Curriculum O ffered by the School
The school has been making a� real effort to adapt

its curri culum to the general levels of ability and interest

of the pupils in the community.

The last few years has

found the school offerin g Gen eral Mathemat ic s I to pupils in
the ninth grade in addition to the Al g ebra formula required

of all pupils in that grade .

General Mathematics II is also

b�ing offered in the tenth grade in addition to the regular
course in Geometry .

A course in Civic s is also being offered

in the ninth grade in add it ion to the regular c ourse in World

His t ory .

A ll pup i l s in the ninth grade mu st complete the

same course of s tudy in English I but have a choi c e of any

of the following subjects to complete their normal load:

G eneral Science; Latin ; Spanish; Practical Arts (one s emes ter
of mechanical drawing and one seme s ter of wood shop) ; Home-
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mak ing I ; a.nd Smith-Hughe s Agri cu lture .

A boy mu st b e from

the farm or engaged in summer farm work in order to participate

in the Smith-Hug he s agr icultu.re program.

The school i s offering such sub jects as Practical Arts

I , I I , and II I ; Homemaking I, II , III; Senior S cience; Gene ral

Metal; Sheet Metal; S tenography I, I I , I II ; A dvanced Typin g ;

B ookkeeping; T rades and Industrie s; Commercial Arithmetic

( one semester ) ; Commerci al Law ( one seme ster) ; and Phy siology
( one seme ster) , in addition to the regu lar courses offered ,

t o provide for the interests of many of the pupil s that will

not be g oing on to college .

At the present time all pupils

have to complete four years of English as well as one year
of lab oratory s cience which is u sually fulfille d by taking

the biology cour se in the tenth grade .

The other l aboratory

science cour se s fulfilling this requirement are phy sic s and

chemi s try.

One year of American History in the tenth grade

i s required of all pupil s as well a s one semester of Americ an

Government and one semester of S ocial Relation s required in
the twelfth grade.

Many of the slower pupil s seem to find

many of the required sub jects rather di fficult t o pass.

3.3
REASON S GI VEN FOR DROPPING SCHOOL
Reasons Given in Records
This section of the study is divided into two parts.

The

first part will be concerned with a study of th e reasons as

given by the advisers in the yearly report and permanent re

cords for the pupils withdrawal from school.

The second part

will deal with the reasons actually given by twenty of the

drop-outs that were contacted through the use of a question
naire.

Table VII shows the distribution, by sex, according to

the reasons listed in the yearly report or in the permanent
TABLE VII.

DISTRIBUTION OF REASON S GIVEN FOR DROPPING SCHOOL
9

Reasons

B

Dislike for
school
Economic
reasons
Failing in
work
Marriage

35

Personal
illness
Illness in
family
M iscellaneous
Total

2

6
0

10

11

12

G

B

15 20 13 8 18

4

G

B

5 6

4 7

G

B

1 6
2

0

0

2

2

G
2
0

0

0

Total Both

B

G

67 4�
16

13

6

115
22

8

21

15

15

3

4

Per Cent

55. 8

10. 7

10. 2

0

0

5

0

7

0

3

0

0

1

2

1

0

3

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

0

3

4

1

0

3

13

9

22

10. 7

27 18 32

7

8 112

94

206

100.0

2

2

7

45 27 42

0

1

5

7

7.3

3.4

1.9

records of the pupil.

The yearly report, M0 -8, li s t s se ven

reasons for leaving school .

Each adviser checks one of these

reasons for every chi l d tha t drops school during the year.

"Leaving School Distric t" is one of the r easons listed in the

yearly report, but is not included in Table VII as this study

does not include those pupils leaving the school district.

Marriage, which is not included in the yearly report, has

been substituted for "Leaving School D istrict" because of

the h igh frequ ency lis ted in the permanent records of the

pupil .

A study of Table VII shows �Dislike for school" as the

main reason l isted, by the adviser, for leaving school .

This

reason accounts for 55 per cent of the total reasons g iven

for leaving school.

Twenty-two, or about 10 per c ent, dropped

school because of economic reasons.

Almost thr ee times as

many boys are listed as dro p ping for this reason than are

listed for the girls.

F ailing in work is given, a bout 10 per

cent of the time , as a r e ason for dropping school. Most of
these drop-outs occur at the ninth and tenth-grade leve ls.

Person al illness and illness in family ac count for about
5 per c ent of the total drop-ou ts.

The school c an not do

much to keep many of these pupils from leaving school, h ow

ever, there is little d oubt that something may be done to

ke ep some of these people in school until they g raduate.
Marri age was given by the advisers as a reason for

fifteen of the girls l e aving school while no boy s were l i s ted
for l eaving because of this reason.

during their tenth or eleventh y ear.

Most of the se girls left
While many girls marry

35
shortly after gradu a tion, most girls, upon re aching the

twelfth grade, seem to postpone marriag e until after grad

A number of reasons . for dropping s chool were listed

uation.

under ' miscellaneous'.

Some of these reasons were: Enlist

ment in the armed service; Absenc es r e s ul t ed in in ability to
catch up with the rest of the class; and Social acceptance

by the ir group.

The advisers usually ch ecked this column

of miscellaneous when they were in doubt as to the reason
for the pupil dropping.

Most pupils, when they dropped,

gave no reason or reasons for leaving, and they usually had

some o ther pupil check them out of s ch ool.

It appears that it would have been much better if the

advis ers could have broken down each ma jor reason for leaving

school into more definite reasons � Why did the pupil dislike
school?

Did the pupil dislike a certain teacher or several

teachers ?

If so, why did he dislike this or that teacher?

Did he d islike a certain sub j e ct he was required to take?
so, what sub j ect or sub j�ct s ?
certain advisory group?

Did he dislike being in a

If

If the school really knew why the

pupil disliked school it would be somewhat easier, if possible,
f or the school to try and correct the fault.

It would be

better if the advisers would make a s pecial effort to give
more defin ite reasons for the pupils dropping school.

The

only way thi s can be secur ed is from the pupil le aving and

this should be done at the t ime the pupils drop out of school.
If one could really secure the confid enc e of the pupi ls

who are dropping school, we would probably find the pupil
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giving a ma jor reason for leaving school followed by several

minor reasons all working together to c onvince the pupil tha t
he was doing the right thing b y dropping.

Only through proper

guidance are we going to be able to hel p thi s pupil work out
for himself some solu tion to these problems whi ch seem un

surmoun table and import ant to him. A feeling of .real con

fidence must be built up be twe en the pupil and the principal
and between the pupil and the adviser.

Some teachers, having

large cla sses or advis ory groups, _ may feel that one more

leaving is just one less to worry about and as a result,

l ittle, if any, guidance may actually t ake place in that

group .

Most of the teachers mus t serve in the capacity as

advisers, but many of them do not have the adequate train-

ing required to be good counselors.

Most of the pupils

dropping school made little, if any, effort to discuss

their problems with either the teacher, adviser, or principal

before checking out of school.

Results of Questionnaire
Wha t reason or reasons do the pupil dropping school

give for dropping ?

Did they feel that the school was helping

them to rema in in school? What i s their present att itude

t oward having left school before gr aduation?

A letter of

explanati on (A ppendix A) , a questionnaire designed to

cover all nece s s ary information (Append i x B ) , along with

a self addressed envelope were mailed to sixty of these
people c overed in the study.

Twenty-one or J4 per cent
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returned the que stionnaire.

The pupil s were asked not to

sign their name s in order to get a more valid re sponse from
the que stionnaire.

The re sponse to Part I of the que stionnaire is shown

in Table VIII .

Nine of the drop-outs listed only one reason

for dropping school; e ight lis ted two of the listed rea son s

TABLE VI I I . REASONS LI STED BY DROP-OUTS FOR LEAVIN G SCHOOL
Reason s

Frequency

1. Didn't get along with teacher .o r teachers.
2. Family problems made it nece s sary to quit.
3. Failing in my subjects.
4. Didn't like the subjects I was taking.
5. Lack of pocket money for common expenses.
6. Lack of money for more expen si ve items.
7. Didn't get along with the other pupils .
8. Per s onal prob lems , such as health.
9. Other student s looked down on me.
lD. Other reason or reasons not listed.
Total

8
8
6
6
2
1
1
1
1
2
36

for dropping ; and three gave three of the above reasons for
dropping.

One pupil did not check any of the reas ons listed

in the questionnaire for dropping school.

The above table

also shows that " Dislike of Teacher ", and "Home problems "

were given most frequently as reason s for dropping. Five

of these drop-outs listed "Dislike for teacher" as a reason ,

al so listed "Failing in work" a s a second reason for dropping
s chool. The other three giving " Di slike for teacher" as a

reason for dropping gave "Dislike for subject" as another
rea son for dropping school.

Of the eight drop-outs listing
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n family

problem s at home n as a reason for dropping, four gave

this a s their only re a son ; one gave thi s reason along with

item one ; one gave this rea s on with item nin e ; one gave this
this reason with i tems one and two ; and the last g ave this

· reason wi th items s ix and seven. Marriage was given as " Other
reasons not lis ted" by two of the drop-outs returning the
que stionnaire.

The subje cts lis ted under item nin e of the question

naire which dealt with the sub jects disliked were: General

metal (1) ; Sheet me tal ( 1) ; English (2) ; Physical Education

(1); S p e ech ( 1) ; Algebra (1) ; Literature (l) ; Bookkeeping (1) ;

and Geometry ( 1) .

The following statements were written on the margin of

several of the questionnaires returned :

1. "Really didn ' t care for education, but am very
sorry now".
2. " Some of the teachers suggested to me that if I
didn ' t want to buckle-down, I might just as well quit".
3 . "Some of the kids in the school were too much of
a big wheel ".
4. "Cou ldn ' t get interested in s chool was my whole
trouble".
5. " The young teachers didn ' t know any more than the
student s did".
6. " I had no int ere s t in school".
These opinions were written by the drop -outs and give

an

idea as to how some of them actu ally felt toward school.
Part II of the questi onnaire does not deal directly

with the rea son s for leaving school , however it g ives an ·

idea as to how the drop-out s fel t toward the help g iven
them by the faculty and the adminis tration.

The resul t s
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of this section are shown in Table IX.

TABLE IX .

DISTRIBUTION OF DROP-OUTS REPLY TO
PART II OF Q UESTIONNAIRE

Item

Yes

1. Did your adviser help or persuade you in
any way to remain in school as long as
you did? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9
2. Did any teacher, other than your adviser,
help or persuade you in any way to remain
in school as long as you did? • • • • • • • • • • • • 10
J. Did your principal help or persuade you in
any way to remain in school as long as you
did? • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 6
4 . Do you think that a general di s cussion of
the above problems, listed in Part I,
during your advisory period might have
helped you to remain in school? • • • • • • • • • • 10
5. Do you think that a well trained guidance
counselor might have helped you to better
understand your problems at that time and
thus arrive at a better solution than the
dropping out of school? . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 3
6 . Do y ou think a more favorable attitude on
the part of your teachers would have
helped you to remain in school? • • • • • • • • • • 12
7. Did any of your extra-curricular sub jects
he l p in any way to keep you in school? • • • 8
8. C ould the school have done anything to
keep you in school at the time you dropped?4

No

12
11
15

11
8
9

13

17

A study of Table IX shows nine of the twenty-one

drop-outs felt that the adviser helped them to remain in

school.

Two of those lis ting "no" to this que s t i on ex

pre ssed the fact that they left school to get married and
they s tayed in school as long as they d id because they

liked school .

The dr op-outs are ab ou t equally d ivided as

to whether or not any tea cher, other than their adviser,

h el ped them to remain in s chool .

Six of the nine replying
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to question one also said they were helped by a teacher,

oth e r than their adviser, to remain in school as long as they

did.

Five of the six li sting "yes" to item three, also listed

"yes" to either items one or two.

Fifteen of the drop-outs

felt that the principal did not help to persuade - them to re

main in school.

Nine of the ten drop-outs replying "yes " to

item four also an swered "yes " to it em five indicating that

the pupils felt they were not receiving much guidance from

either their teacher or adviser.

Six of those replying "no"

to question four indicated that the adviser had helped to

persuade them to r emain in school as long as they did. Four

of the remaining five replying " no" to question four indica

ted that a well trained guidance counselor might have hel ped

them to remain in school.

These pupils may have felt th at

their teach9rs and advisers were not capable of giving
adequate or useful guid ance.

Eight of the twelve replying

reason for dropping school .

Six of these drop-outs listing

nye s " to item six also listed "dislike for teacher" as a

n yes" to item six also listed "y es" to item two indicating

that at least one teacher helped to persuade them to remain

in school as long as they did.

The thirteen pupils listing

" no" to item seven did not engage in any of the extra

curricu lar activities of the school.

Listed below are the four statements listed by the

drop-outs listing nyes" to item eight :

( 1) fl!f the school

wou ldn' t drop one out of class even if it is a bit over-
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crowded." ; ( 2 ) "Make me understand what wrong I was doing by
quitting. " ; ( J) "Help you as well as the so-called pets. " ;

( 4 ) " I f I could have gotten part time school ; so I could h ave

worked the other time to help support my mother and two little

brothers. "

Replies to Part I II of Questionnaire
The main objectives of this part of the que stionnaire

wer e to find out what sub j ects the drop-outs actually felt

were doing them the most good; the le ast good ; and answers
to several other questions which, could not be included in

other parts of the questionnaire .

There were a number of answers given to the question,

�,hat sub ject or activity 1n school helped you most after

you left school? ".

The answers given to this que stion ,

according to frequency, were:

Mathematics

( 9) ; English (4) ;

Homemaking (4) ; Practical Arts (3) ; Re tailing ( l) ; and
Civics

(1) . The answers given to the second part of the

question, "What subject or subjects helped you the least

sinc·e dropping school?", are li sted as follows:

History ( 6 ) ;

(4) ; S cience ( 3) ; ��glish ( 2) ; Shorthand ( l) ;
Typing ( l) ; and Spanish ( 1) . One must remember that the

Biology

majority of these people replying to the quest i onnaire

have b een out of school for only a short time.

The an swe rs to question two , ff"Nhat subject or subjects

did the school fail to teach which you now feel you would

have liked to have taken? ", w9re only two in number.

The
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subjects, "Spelling " and ff Art" were t�e only subjects li sted

by the drop-outs in answer to question two. S pelling is not

taught a s a subject ab o ve grage six , but voc abulary and

spelling are both stressed in all English courses above grade

six.

Art is now giv en as a one credit course, but is open

to only the junior s and the seniors. The answers. to the

last four questions are shown in T able X.

TABLE X. DISTRIBUTION OF R EPLIES TO THE LAST
FOUR QU ESTIONS IN PART I I I OF QU ESTIONNAIRE
Question

Yes

No

values of an education while in school?

15

6

education h as hindered your chances for
advancement in your work?

10

9

4

15

13

7

3 . Were you ever really "sold" on the future

4 . Do y ou think that the lack of a. high school
5 . Do y ou think you did the right thing by
dr opping school?

6. Would you like to go back and continue your
high school education?-

Fifteen of the twenty-one drop-outs returning the

questionnaire report they were really " s old" on the fu ture

valu e s of an education , yet quit school prior to their grad

u ation .

Six of the fifteen pupil s replying " yes" to thi s

quest i on also g ave "family prob lems at home" or " pers onal

illness n , as one of their main reasons for dropping school.

Ten of the nineteen drop-outs, an swering the question , " D o

y ou think that the lack o f a high school education has
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hindered your chances for advancement in your work?", f9lt

that they were actually reducing their chance s for adva nce

ment by not having completed . high school.

Nine of the re

maining replies felt they were not being held back by the

lack of a high school education.

Three of these nine re

plying "no" to this question were marri ed girl s ; . one was a

gi rl staying at home; three were boy s not regularly employed ;
and one was working · steady at a wholesale hou se.

Only four of the nineteen replying to question five, " do

you think you did the right thing by dropping school?", felt

that they were doing the right thing by dropping school.

of the four are girls who are married; the third is a girl

Two

planning on returning to school next year; and the fourth was
a boy who died this year.

Thirteen of the twenty replying to question six, "would

you like to go back and continue your high school education? " ,
replied that they would like to go back and continue their

education.

This is an indication that many of these boy s and

girls who dropped school would re-enter school if someone in

school would show a real interest in them and their p robl ems.

The survey al so showed that many of these pupils could do the

required school work if imbued with the prop er att itudes and

ideals.

The fact that there has been a considerable turnover

in teaching pers onnel in the junior high school during the

war year s may have something to do with the feeling of loneli
ne· s s and ins ecurity felt by many of the poorer and failing

pupils.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study the writer studied the school records of

206 pupils who dropped school between September 1946 and June

1951 along with a questionnaire returned by twenty-one of

these people dropping school to better understand them and
their problems which lead to their withdrawal from school.

The fact that the enrollment of the school has incre ased

by about 16 per cent over the last five-year peri od and will

continue to do so for the next several years is bringing more

pupils into a school sys tem alr eady filled to overflowing.

If the pres ent school reorganization plan is carried out we

may find more pupils coming into the school system than is
normally found.

The increasing size of the classes; a poorly

organized guidance personnel; and wlth very little constructive

leadership in many homes has left many with unanswered personal
questions.

Many of these pupils dropped school rather than

attempt to solv e many of these problems which they encountered

at home and at school.

We find the ninth grade having the greatest number of

drop-outs numbering seventy-two followed closely by the tenth

grade with sixty-nine drop-outs.

A total of fifty dropped out

at the ele venth-gr ade level and only firteen dropped out at

the twe lfth-grade level.

About 65 per cent more boys than

girls dropped out at both the ninth and tenth-grade lev9ls,

while 80 per cent more girls than boys dropped out at the

eleventh-grade level.

T h e numb er of boy s and girls dropping

at the twelfth grade level was about even, being seven and
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eight respectively.

The study showed fifty-nine drop-outs being fifteen

years of age, and fifty-eight. being sixteen years old at the
time they dropped school.

cent of all the drop-outs.

T h ese two ages ac count for 57 per

T he study also showed 46 per cent

or the drop-outs having repeated at least one grade and thus

were overage for their class.

Two-thirds of the drop-outs

at the ninth grade level had re peated at least one grade at

tne time they dro pped as h ad thr ee-fourths of those dropping
at the tenth-grade level.

Overage seems to be a character

istic of those pupils dropping ou,t at the ninth and tenth

grade levels.

The study shows the averag e I.Q. of the drop-outs in

the ninth and ·tenth-grade classes below the average for

their group .

The average I.Q . of all classes in the tenth

grade, except one, were also below the averag e for their

group.

Over 60 per cent of the drop-outs had an average grade

of "D" at the time they dropped school.

This shows that many

of the drop-outs were probably working somewhat near their

mental ability.

A bout two-thirds of all the drop-outs were

doing passing work in at least three subjects at the time

they withdrew from school.

S even per cent were passing

in one sub ject only at the time they withdrew.

Failure in

school work does not seem to be an immediate reason for the
majority of these pupils dropping school.

Advisers checked "Dislike for school" as a major reason

for 55 per cent of the drop-outs leaving school.

"Economic

reasons" ; "Failing in work"; and "Marriage" were the next

three reasons checked by the . advisers for pupils leaving
school.

These three together accou nted for 28 per cent of

the reasons listed for dropping school.

" Personal illne s s "

and " Illne s s in famil y" were the two o ther reasons listed

for leaving school.

Fifteen of the girls married shortly

after leaving school whil e none of the boys left school for

this reason .

The resu lts of the questionnair e showed more definite

reasons for quitting than those list ed in the M0 -8 and

checked by the advisers.

Eight pupils checked "Didn ' t get

along with teacher or teachers" as a reason for dropping

school.

The same number al so che�ked "Family problems at

home " as a reason for dropping school.
sub jects I was taking" and "Fa i l ing in

"Didn ' t like the

my

sub je cts" were

each lis ted by six drop-outs answering the questionnaire.
"Lack of pocke t money fo� common expenses"; "Didn ' t get

along with the other pupils"; "Per sonal problems, such as

health"; and " O ther students looked down on me" were each
listed once as a re ason for leaving school.

A study of the responses t o the questionnaire combined

with conferences which the writer has conducted wi th several

boys and g irls prior to their leaving s chool indicate s that
there are u sually a combination of several reason s leading
to the pu pil ' s decision to leave school.

Many pupils faced

with such probl ems as broken home s; parents or guardians
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who have no real interest in sec ondary education ; moderate

or extreme poverty in the home ; difficulty in keeping up with
the rest of the class ; and te_a chers who are not i. nterested in

the slow er pupils find it very difficu lt to convince them

selves that the continuance of their edu c ation is really .worth
while.

The guidance personnel of the s c hool must learn to

r e cognize the common symptoms of these pupils who may be

potential drop-outs and make e very effort to help the pupils
to understand their problems and aid them in their solution

of these problems.

Su ch problems as personal illness; illness

in the family ; and need to work t.o help support the family
are seemingly beyond the ability of e ither the pupil nor

the s chool to solve, but in this school system we find very

few of the 2g6 drop-outs quitting for any of these reasons.
The s chool must make, however, eve ry effort to keep the se

boys and girls in school until graduation.

Teachers must

constantly remind themselv es that the public schools are

founded, maintained, and supported by the community in which

they are located primarily for the youth of that community.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The writer, re ali zing a real need for a constructive

program, would like to make the following recommendat ions for

schools which have a serious drop-out problem .

These recom

mendations are divided into two parts; those for the advisers
and teachers, and several for the general administra tion of

the s chool.

Teachers and Advisers
1. The advisers and teachers should 1'-Jlow the pupil ' s
family background, previous school records , interests,
activities, abilities, and extra-curricular school work.
This information should be entered into the pupil ' s
personal record folder and made readily available to all
teachers.

2. T he schedules of teachers and advisers should be
arranged to allow them adequate time to show their interest
in students and t o obtain their confiden ce throug h individual
conferenc es on personal or educ ational problems. The parents
interest and coo perati on should be obtained and rostered
throughout the student' s school day s .

..

3 . The advisers and teachers mu st become better
t rained in the study of human behavior, mental hyg i ene,
and s pe cial and gene ral techniques of guidanc�. This can
be brought about through summer s chool at tendance or through
a well planned in-service training program of the school.

4. The advise rs and teachers must help students to
select the right courses according to the you th' s needs,
interests, and abilities. The advisers must understand
and make full u se of the exten s ive te sting program carried
out by the school.

5. Tha advisers and teach ers must learn to recognize
signs or trouble. Every effort must be made to recognize
symptoms of maladjustment which may lead to premature school
leaving. Youth who are fai l ing or are irregular in attendance,
o r exh ib i t little interest in school , are in need of coun sel
and guidance .

6. The advisers should keep the pers onal records of
the pupil up t o date and every effort should be made to obtain
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the real reason or reasons as to why pupils withdraw from
school. Talks with the parents may be necessary to obtain
the b asic reason s for the pupil ' s desire to drop school.
School Administration
1. The si ze of the cla sses should be small enough to
allow the teachers and advisers the opportunity to really
know their pupils . · C lasses should not exceed more than
thirty in number.

2. Pupils having ve ry low mental abilities should not
be requ ired to enroll in courses which are beyond their
ability to comprehend. This does not me an lowering of
standards , however, it does mean that step s should be taken
to provide gre ate r variety and flexibility in programs,
and to redirect the courses given and methods of instruction.

3. Provisions should be made for types of soci al
experiences which will hel p to overcome feeling of in
security. These should be various forms of extra-curricular
activities, and would include not only the usual sports
and social act ivities, but other types of social experiences
as well, such _ as participation in student government; school
plays; school safety patrols; assembly programs; hobby
clubs and the like.

4 . A good re cord system must be established which

•

will
m ake available pertinent data about e ach individual student.
The re cords should contain all information ne eded by the
teachers and advisers for effecti ve work. This would include
family b ackground (with current notations of changes such
as mart i al status of parents, deaths, births, s pe cific nature
of parent's work and job -changes) ; scholastic ability and
achievement; attendan ce data; he alth information ; e xtra
curricular participation; outside work ; and any other
information which wi l l be needed for adequate guidance.
These records should pass on from ye ar to year and be re adily
avail able to both teachers and advi sers.

5. The school must continue , and 1r possible expand ,
the courses which a l l ow pupils to capitalize u pon their
s pecif i c skills and aptitudes. Smith-Hughe s Agriculture;
shop c ourse s ; homemaki ng courses; art; and the on-the- job
training cour ses open to seni ors provide excellent
opportuniti e s for pupils to exhibit �heir skill s an d
aptitudes.
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APPFNDIX A

Letter of Tran smittal
Watertown H igh Scho ol
March 24, 1 9 5 1
Dear Friend:

The purpo se of this let ter is to make a study as to

the reasons why students drop school. Wil l you help us by

answer ing and r eturning the enclo s ed survey sheet. Answers

to these ques tions will help us improve our s chool and will

make it easier to help boys and g i rls who are now in school.
S incerely ,

Merton Meinicke
Dear Friend:

The school is very interes ted in this survey and would

appreciate your pr ompt r�ply to the enclosed questionnaire.

P l ea se do not s ign your name to the questionnaire unless y ou
desire to do so .

Place the completed questionnaire in the

enclo sed stamped, self-addres sed envelo pe and mail tod ay .
Sincerely,

D.

w.

f

T ies zen
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APPENDIX B
QU ESTIONNAIRE
PART I.

FROM THE FOLLOWING EHECK TH E REASON OR REASONS FOR
YOUR DROPPING SCHOOL.

1 . ( ) Lack of spending money for shows, refre shment s,

school activitie s and such common expenses.
2 . ( ) Lack of spending money for such items as fancy
clothing, treat s for the gang and more
exnensive items.
3 . ( ) Didn't get along with the teacher or teachers.

4. ( ) Didn't get along with the other students.

5. ( ) F amily problems at home made i t necessary to
drop school.
6 . ( ) Per s onal problems, such a s health, made it
nece ssary to drop.
7. ( ) F ailing in my subjects.
8. ( ) Other students looked down on me.

9 . ( ) Didn't like the sub jects l was t aking , such as:

2.
...,. 1.
t__
l_
i_
s_
t�
ed. -(-P�l�e-a_s_e____
10. ( ) Other reason or re a s ons no_
describe) 1.
2.

-----------------

------------------------

PART II. ANSWER TH E FOLLOWING QU ESTI ON S BY UNDERLIN ING THE
WOR D YES OR NO.

1 . Did your advi ser help or persuade y ou in any way
to rema in in school a s long as you did? ( ye s or no )

2. Did any teacher, other than your adviser, help or
per suade y ou in any way to remain i n school as long
as you did? ( yes or no )

3 . Did your principal help or per suade you in any way

to remain in school as long as you did? ( yes or no )

4 . Do you think that a general di scussion of the ab ove

prob lems listed in Part I during the advi sory period
might have helped you t o remain in s chool? ( Yes or no

5 . Do y ou think that
might have helped
lems at that time
than the dropping

a well trained gu idance co unselor
you to better understand your prob
and thus a rrive at a better s olution
out of s chool? ( yes or no )

•
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PART I I. Continued

6. Do you think that a more favor able attitude on the
part of your te ach ers woul d have helped you to
remain in school? ( yes o r no )
7. Did any of your extr a-curricular sub jects, such as
athleti cs, band, orchestra, glee club, science
club, etc., help in any way to keep you in
school? ( yes or no )

8. Could the school have done anything to keep you
in school at the t ime you dropped? ( yes or no )
If so, what?

-------------------

PART III.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING AS INDICATED .

1. What subject or actfvity in school helped you most
What sub ject
after you left school?
or subjects taken in school have helped you the least
since dropping school?

--------------

2. What sub j e c t or subjects d id the school fail to
teach which you now f..eel y ou would liked to have
taken?

----------------------

3 . Were you ever really " sold" on the future values
of an education while in school? ( yes or no )

4. Do you think that the lack o f a high school education
has hindered your chances for advancement in your
work? ( ye s or no )

5 . Do you thi nk you did the right thing by drop ping
out of school?

( yes or n o )

6. Would you like to go back and continu e your h igh
school education? ( yes o r no )

